PHILADELPHIA, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1926

**SOCCER SEASON OPENS WITH GERMANTOWN C. C.**

Varying and Second Teams Meet Eleven Tomorrows on River Field

**SEVEN LETTERMEN AVAILABLE**

Under the guidance of Head Coach Douglas Stewart and Assistant Coach David Book, the River Field soccer team will meet Varsity Bower team this afternoon in preparation for the first game of the fall season, which commences Club Cricket Team tomorrow on River Field. At the same time as the game, there will be an opportunity for the matriculates to meet the Club cricket's second team on the open ground.

**FREE@™)**

McKee, '26, will try out for the team, and if he is successful will try out for the team, and if he is successful

**FOOTBALL COACHES ENDAVOR TO DEVELOP SMOOTH ATTACK IN THREE-DAY WORKOUT**

Football Coaches Endeavor to Develop Smooth Attack in Three-day Workout

The University field hockey team, under the direction of Coach Mary H. Fullen, will be in action against the Wharton School team on the athletic field this afternoon. The match is expected to be a close contest, the Wharton team having shown excellent form in recent games. The game is scheduled to begin at 2 o'clock.

**REGULAR CHAPEL SERVICES BEGIN**

**AFFIRMATION**
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**A. A. BOOKS ON SALE NEXT WEEK**
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WHAT'S NEW?

All Its Branches

MINNEWA

FOR THE

STUDENT

PENG DRUG COMPANY

3701 Woodland Ave. Opposite Dorms

FRESHERS!

SOPHOMORES!

JUNIORS!

SENIORS!

Your attention please
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The West Philadelphia

Title and Trust Co.

ESTABLISHED 1889

CAPITAL, SURPLUS and PROFITS $ 1,500,000
RESOURCES $10,000,000

Temporary Office 3457 Walnut Street now open for
business pending the completion of our bank and
office building at N. E. Cor. 36th and Walnut Street

Banking In All Its Branches

2 Ill INTEREST ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS
4 % INTEREST ON SAVINGS FUND ACCOUNTS

Member Federal Reserve System
“From Freshman Cap to Cap and Gown”

Seniors Juniors Sophomores Freshmen

We welcome you once more

THE HOUSTON HALL STORE

Owned and operated by the University and Managed by an Alumnus

WILL BE READY TO SERVE YOU

Our Stationery Department
Note Books, Fountain Pens, Typewriters, Folders, Fillers, Drawing Boards, Pencils, etc., await you in great profusion.

Our Soda Fountain
Has been improved and enlarged in order to better accommodate your needs for a good substantial breakfast and light lunch. Try it between classes.

The Houston Hall Store is YOUR Store

The Jewelers, Pennants, Banners, Candy, Architectural Supplies

Fill Your Needs HERE

Cigars, Victrolas, Typewriters, Stationery

NOTICES

PUBLICATIONS

The following names have taken subscriptions for the Wharton School: Robert, Campbell, Cumberland, Cross County, Hallett, Kerr, Moore, Mullin, Bellwood, Union, Trexler, Wheeler and Wood.

Class Record—There will be a meeting of all seniors in the Record office, Monday at 1:30 P.M. Attendance is compulsory.

Pennsylvania—No single copies will be sold during the year. Send in your subscription or sign up with a better today.

Pen and Pencil—All seniors must report at the office of 150 this morning for a short meeting. Attendance will be taken.

CLUBS

Laureate County Club—A speaker will be heard by all first year men from Laureate on Wednesday, April 25th at 1 P.M. in the auditorium of Houston Hall. All old and new men are required to attend.

Montcalm Club Smoker—There will be a smoker tonight at 7:30 in the Houston Hall auditorium. All men interested in the band, Glee Club, or Orchestras are specially invited.

UNIVERSITY

Bond Practice in Houston Hall today at 9:00 A.M. All non-music major are required to attend.

University Band—Practice in Houston Hall today at 9:00 A.M. All non-music major are required to attend.

Chinese Order Honors

DEAN EMINY R. JOHNSON

Decoration is Second Received on His Three Months Tour of China and Japan

15 Recognition for Services

Dr. Emory R. Johnson, Dean of the Wharton School has been decorated with the second rank of the Order of Chiao by the Chinese Government, according to word received at the Wharton School from Chu Foo, China.

The decoration is the second which Dean Johnson has received since he became the President of Wharton having received upon him the third order of merit of the Hsing Hsia during his visit to that country.

The Chinese decoration was given the Dean by the cabinet on the recommendation of the minister of transportation and was awarded in recognition of his services in the field of transportation.

Dr. Johnson has served in training many Chinese who hold high offices in the government railways, while his books on transportation are highly valued by the Chinese.

Model Mills Company
Manufacturers of Kardi Wilton Rugs
Philadelphia

Newly Renovated

The Palace Restaurant
3449 Woodland Avenue

Serving only the Best Food at Moderate Prices

Special Platters Every Evening

We Do Our Own Baking

USE OUR COMMUTATION TICKETS
Hi, Lads / / Gels, Too

WALLY'S

Hi, Lads! / / Gels, Too!

WALLY'S

Hi, Lads! / / Gels, Too!

WALLY'S

Hi, Lads! / / Gels, Too!

WALLY'S

Hi, Lads! / / Gels, Too!

WALLY'S

Hi, Lads! / / Gels, Too!
HERTZ DRIV-UR-SELF STATIONS

(FORMERLY YELLOW DRIVE-IT-YOURSELF SYSTEM)

LOWERS RATES

Former Hour Charges Now Eliminated

(EXCEPT SATURDAY NIGHTS, SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS)

Large 6-Cylinder Gear-Shift Cars
Now As Low As

14¢ a mile

Increasing Volume Brought
These Amazing Low Rates

We promised you low rates in return for
volume. You responded with patronage that
surpassed even our highest hopes.

Last year, more than 80,000 people rented
cars from Hertz Driv-ur-self Stations.
Thousands will be added to that number
this year.

Your patronage has so decreased our cost
per mile that we can now offer you the
finest Driv-ur-self Service at the lowest
rates ever offered in the history of the
Driv-ur-self business.

In addition to lowering the regular rates,
Hertz Driv-ur-self stations have
eliminated all hour charges except Saturday
nights, Sundays and holidays—a rate plan unheard
of in Driv-ur-self history.

We want to give you STILL LOWER
RATES. If you want rates that you never
dreamed possible—use this service. Hertz
Driv-ur-self stations will give you the rates.
That's our promise. It's up to you.

A YELLOW TRUCK & COACH - GENERAL MOTORS ORGANIZATION

Hertz Driv-ur-self Stations is controlled by
Yellow Truck and Coach Mfg. Co., a subsidi-
ary of General Motors Corporation.

Hertz Driv-ur-self Stations is therefore a
national organization with the combined re-
sources of Yellow Truck & Coach Mfg. Co.
and General Motors Corporation to assure
nation-wide success. To millions, these
names mean the utmost in the organization
management and successful operation of an
automobile transportation.

RENT A CAR TODAY AT ANY OF THESE HERTZ DRIV-UR-SELF STATIONS

1823-25 MARKET ST. 1714 N. BROAD ST. 127 S. 52D ST.
Rittenhouse 5076 Diamond 5050 Sherwood 5050

COR. BROAD & TIOGA STS. 2410 S. BROAD ST.
Tiago 5810 Jackson 5050

UNIVERSITY BRANCH 4142 CHESTNUT ST. - EVERGREEN 5050

OTHER HERTZ DRIV-UR-SELF STATIONS IN THIS VICINITY ARE LOCATED AT WILMINGTON, DEL., CHESTER, PA., WEST CHESTER, PA., NORRISTOWN, PA., AND READING, PA.
STUDENTS TAKE NOTICE
We give you special rates on rental
You can save from $10 to $20 in a Rebuilt Typewriter
at 1209 ARCH STREET
AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.

A Cordial Welcome
For Old Friends and New

The opening of the College Year finds us again at our old stand in the rejuvenated Students Stores, displaying the same quality footwear as shown in our three center-city stores.

This year, in addition to shoes for college men, we are showing class shoes for the college girl.
M. E. VERVILLE

FIRST LIEUT. HEINEKE
JOIN'S R. O. T. C. STAFF

Mode Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics of the University

GRADUATED FROM WEST POINT

Assignment of First Lieutenant Hil ton E. Heineke, U. S. A., to Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics at the University of Pennsylvania, was announced by University authorities recently. He succeeds Captain H. E. Potts, who was transferred to Government Island in New York, after serving four years at the University.

Lieutenant Heineke entered the University of Edinburgh before entering the United States Military Academy at West Point. He was graduated from the academy in 1916 and from the infantry school at Fort Benning, Ga., in 1920. For the past three years he has been on duty in the Panama Canal Zone.

Arrival of Lieutenant Heineke, who is an infantry officer, gives the staff of instruction of the Reserve Officers Training Corps at the University its full complement of line officers for the coming year. Major Charles A. Irwin, World War Veteran and Pennsylvania graduate, retaining his position as commander of the corps, and Professor of Military Science and Tactics, and Captain R. O. Sales, as an assistant professor.

The reserve corps of the University last year had a total strength of 248 officers and men, including the medical and dental units commanded by Lieutenant Colonel J. M. Collins, a Pennsylvania graduate, and the dental unit in command of Major R. A. Knapp, both of whom retire in July next.

This for the year, according to Major Davis, is a graduation of the corps beyond the number retired last year, but the Major hopes for permission to increase the strength of the infantry unit from approximately 200 to 300 men and officers.

The Reserve Officers Training Corps at the University has been steadily growing in popularity for some time and places men being made to have the commissions and prices awarded this year before a large portion of almost on University Field. Competitions for the General Antoinc Wayne award, awarded for individual excellence, and the elegant George D. McCall pen, which goes to the best instructed company, will likely be contested, Major Davis said.

First Class Service of Moderate Price

ARTHUR LAWS

CATERER

30 W. 40th St.
Bell Phone

Under Management of Schroeder Bros.

CLOTHES

READY-MADE
AND CUT TO ORDER

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL
CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Our "Shaking" Hand's Crammed

From Saying "Hello!"

Nothing like a new pair of how to start the term off with a short.

So we're putting it down in writing.

Have a good summer? That's fine.

Get a wonderful fall and winter coming, too, cause this year's going to be the "dry shire" ever. And that.

Speaking of style, have you looked at our new batch of ties—and shirts, the kind that made mother stop sewing?

The COLLEGE SHOP

3645 Woodland Avenue

EAST OF THE SIZE AND NORTH WEST OF THE TENNIS COURTS

It's the "wise bird"

that uses only the best pen

Pride of ownership is not the only thing, that has made the Lifetime the outstanding student's pen. Real economy has been another factor. When the student buys this unfailing writing instrument, made of enduring Radite of lustrous green, his expense ends with its first cost. There are no charges for repairs, no matter what happens. It is unconditionally guaranteed. Spot it by the dot—at better dealers everywhere.

Price, in green or black $3.75. Student's special, $2.50. Pencil, $4.50

Free Ladys' Look—Write now

Here in the heart of all fourteen parts

SHEAFFER'S

PENS-PENCILS-SKIRL

VALUABLE PAMPHLET FREE
TO 1920!

Today marks the formal opening of the University for another great year—one which promises of being the greatest of Pennsylvania years. Evidence of this truth is already apparent.

Non of us are extremely fortunate to find your selves a part of this great organization at this time. You are the most carefully selected of classes in recent years because of the newly devised entrance requirements which have tended to eliminate those who seemed less fitted for work at the University. You should therefore be one of the best of all classes.

You have a heritage which dates back many years—a wealth of tradition. This tradition is worth, but if you are to profit from it, you will have to apply yourselves in a wholesome fashion to further the Old and Fine and to advance the interests of your class.

KNOW YOUR DEAN

It seems little need to remind the freshman class to regard with more previous than most of the previous classes during their first week of school. The institution of conducting, for the benefit of the newly enrolled class, an entire week of activities which is helping the class to know the University of which it is becoming a part seems to have been very successful. The Class of 1920 adds the impertinence of being at least several weeks ahead of the schedule on which the former classes operated.

In the weeks' course of activities the men may have been given an opportunity to get to the trends of their respective departments. We hope that the experience gain will not terminate at this point. These men must know you of the day. This can help you if you will be helped, but if they do not know of your difficulties they can hardly be expected to add them.

In the above general theory that the family members have but one unit in life—that of finding as many new as possible is not new. The family men are seeking the differences. They ask you to help them in this thought with the thought that their present experience might be of some use in dealing with the problems of the freshman classes.

You are invited. Whether you arrive or in your dealings with the faculty is now in your own hands. You can get a good view by discussing your academic problems with your then and you will find him sympathetic teacher. Our advice is to heed the invitation.
WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA
THE BEST THEATERS MOVIES
PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

B. F. KEITH'S
CHESTNUT ST. BELOW TWELFTH

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1928

NADEVALE PREMIERE:
Anna Fitziu
Foremost American Film Dama from Metropolitan and Chicago Shows Companies

Musical Comedy Favorites
EMMA HAG AND DOLLY HOWLAND
in "BEING DIFFERENT" with Benny Sosdip's orchestra

MEL KLEE
A gentleman in Black—"The Prince of Wails"

DIESE HAMILTON
A Stupendous Orchestra with a Flair of Personality

Amazon & Nile
Jack & Jill
A Tropical Evangeline—"The Little Red School

NEW'S PARSER—TOPICS OF THE DAY—PATHY NEWS

Nos Day in Dread

Thomas E. Shea
in "SPOTLIGHTS"

Unique Gesture and Presence Among of the Greatest Names

Reserved Seats Sold in Advance; Subscription for the Season

AT THE STANLEY

Milton Sills in "MEN OF STEEL" will be seen next week at the Stanley Theatre as the leading attraction. There will be numerous additional features and, of course, special music by the Stanley Sym- phony Orchestra under the direction of Charles Alton. Earl Hudson was pro- duction manager for the First National presentation of "Men of Steel", and it is asserted that in its production he has achieved his greatest picture. The story written by Sills, was suggested to him by H. C. Keel's short story "United Steel Worker". It is said that the star has shown remarkable talent as an author in this instance; from the combination of a serious and a melodrama as well as a conflict of interest in a man's life. Novelties in shows have been everywhere at the movies in the final staging process. Scenes were shot at the Heights Range in Minnesota, at the docks in Duluth, where the story starts on its journey across the Gulf of Maine.

Broadway and Chestnut

Addei Attraction

The Air

Its French

THE PENNSYLVANIAN

WHITEHALL is something new. Just opened by Al White. It is the place to throw that fra-ternity formal in a real private ballroom. Come over and see.

WHITEHALL, 4105-07-09 Chestnut St.

THE NEW STATE BALL ROOM
S. W. Cor. Market at 20th

Dancing instructions by
Al White. See me if you want to brush up on stage or ballroom dancing.

Rates 10% Lower Than Other Companies
One Reason Why You Should Give Preference To Yellow Cab

Yellow Cab
Locust 3200

THE BEST THEATERS MOVIES
PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE
HALL CUTS COUNT UP!
Why Be Late For Class?

ALARM CLOCKS
WATCHES, CLOCKS, PRATERNITY & SEAL
JEWELRY
EXPERT REPAIRING
Clocks
Fountain Penn
Engraving

ANDYER F. PRICE
JEWELER
New Location
3700 SPRUCE STREET

BELLAK
PIANOS RENTED
710 MARKET STREET

THE COPPER KETTLE
3417 WALNUT ST.
Luncheon 40c
Dinner 75c

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3414 Walnut Street
Luncheon 11.30 to 2
Breakfast 7.30 to 9

BROADWAY CONFECTIONARY
SOPHISTICATED
Milk Shakes
Candies
Lunchettes
FRUITS

HOUSTON HALL INTERIOR
COMPLETELY RENOVATED

PYLE & INNES
TAILORS

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1925

FINANCE & SEAL
Why Be Late For Class?
Bells
7109 Market Street

Fountain Street
FRATERNITY & SEAL
Half Cut? Count Up!
3709 SPRUCE STREET

WELCOME!

Moen's, Alc. Katz and Herr, Spering, formerly serving the student body as the College Campus Clothes Co., extend a welcome to their old friends who are returning and to those many patrons who are entering Penn this year for the first time.

In our new home, under a new firm name, we have extended the scope of our merchant tailoring business to include a department featuring ready-to-wear clothing that you'll be proud to wear at a price you'll be glad to pay.

VARSITY
Clothiers
3700 SPRUCE STREET
Opposite Dorms

A Separate Department for Pressing and Repairs
Telephone: Evergreen 2700

PRINTING
Pennsylvania Printing Co.
3451 Woodland Ave.
Never Closed
Bunting 1915

Start School
with a Pen that won't break—Dropped 3000 feet!

YES, the Parker Duofold Pen posicioned from an airplane at dizzy altitude to test our new Non-Breakable material "Fermante", and landed 3000 feet below—unharmed.

Tests such as this are the best guarantee that a pen will last practically forever.

For a year we kept secret the fact that Parker Duofold Pens and Pencils have barriers of this new unbreakable, beautiful, light-weight Fermanite until a whole series of heroic demonstrations proved that it does not break.

This black-tipped lacquer-red beauty is not only the smartest, shapeliest pen, but the greatest writing instrument the world has ever seen. Its yodling, super-smooth point is guaranteed 25 years not only for mechanical perfection but for wear.

Choose your point and color at any good pen counter. Be sure you buy a "Parker. S. Parker" on the barrel—the mark of highest excellence.

Parker Duofold Pens and Pencils have barriers of this new unbreakable, beautiful, light-weight Fermanite until a whole series of heroic demonstrations proved that it does not break.

PARKER
Duofold

For ever 20 years we have given clothes satisfaction to many Penn Men—Our brightest and best "stock" now awaits your order. Whether for the Tuesdays, Fall Dress, Sports Suits or Overcoats—

Always the newest in pattern and the latest in style.
NEW INDOOR STADIUM UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Huge Athletic Plant Will Include Basketball, Ball Court, Swimming Pool, and Gymnasium Facilities

ARENA WILL SEAT 10,000 PERSONS

Basket Plant Will Include Athletic Facilities

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1926

BRING US YOUR SHOES and BE CONVINCED

Our Place - 270 So. 37th ST.

We Guarantee Satisfaction or Your Money Refunded

BRING US YOUR SHOES and BE CONVINCED

FRESHMEN:

New students need an introduction—and we’re introducing ourselves this informal way so that we both may become better acquainted.

Our store is a friendly store, where service of the real sort goes with everything we sell—and we hope you will give us the chance to prove it.

Managing Board Competition

There will be a meeting of all members of the Pennsylvania editors board who are desirous of entering the managing board competition this afternoon at 3 o’clock in Room 6 of the Union Hall.

“Corral Squad Medium”—50c

As usual, Coach Dible of Penn State’s Thanksgiving Day drill produce a poor search for the women of the Penn State. The loss of California Western; Ithaca, Ontario; and Wisconsin Seals, and the fall West. In the bucket will be “(Penn State)" says the Cornell Daily Sun. A lack of speed in attack and a depth of strength which has seen the least vital problems facing the Rhine mentor today. The squad has been practicing twice daily since September 6 in preparation for its first contest, that with George College.

Trussell One-Piece All-Leather Covers

Trussell Leather-Lined Ring Binders are one-piece covers of genuine cowhide that will not wear out inside in use and stay to fit every need.

ASK ANY DEALER LISTED BELOW TO SHOW YOU THE TRUSSELL ASSORTMENT

HOUistON HALL STORE, 34th and Spruce Streets

E. P. DOLBEY & CO., 3421 Woodland Avenue

PENN DRUG CO., 3307 Woodland Avenue

FINE ARTS BOOK & GIFT SHOP, 3403 Woodland Avenue
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New students need an introduction—and we’re introducing ourselves this informal way so that we both may become better acquainted.

Our store is a friendly store, where service of the real sort goes with everything we sell— and we hope you will give us the chance to prove it.

Managing Board Competition

There will be a meeting of all members of the Pennsylvania editors board who are desirous of entering the managing board competition this afternoon at 3 o’clock in Room 6 of the Union Hall.

“Corral Squad Medium”—50c

As usual, Coach Dible of Penn State’s Thanksgiving Day drill produce a poor search for the women of the Penn State. The loss of California Western; Ithaca, Ontario; and Wisconsin Seals, and the fall West. In the bucket will be “(Penn State)" says the Cornell Daily Sun. A lack of speed in attack and a depth of strength which has seen the least vital problems facing the Rhine mentor today. The squad has been practicing twice daily since September 6 in preparation for its first contest, that with George College.

Trussell One-Piece All-Leather Covers

Trussell Leather-Lined Ring Binders are one-piece covers of genuine cowhide that will not wear out inside in use and stay to fit every need.
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You’ll Never Know PENNSYLVANIA UNLESS YOU SUBSCRIBE TO THE PENNSYLVANIAN — ALL THE CAMPUS NEWS CORRECTLY AND QUICKLY

Subscribe Today

SUBSCRIPTIONS $5 PER YEAR INCLUDING WEEKLY PICTORIAL

OFFICE

3451 WOODLAND AVE.
WELCOME!

Messrs. Al Katz and Herb Spelling, formerly serving the student body as the College Campus Clothes Co., extend a welcome to their old friends who are returning and to many potential friends who are entering Penn this year for the first time.

In our new home, under a new firm name, we have extended the scope of our merchant tailoring business to include a department featuring ready-to-wear clothing that you’ll be proud to wear, at a price you’ll be glad to pay.

VARSITY Clothiers
3709 SPRUCE STREET

A Separate Department for Preparing and Reparing
Telephone: Evergreen 2700
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PYLE & INNES
TAILORS
MEN AND BOYS

3115 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
3115 WALNUT ST.

The Pilot's Letter

Penne Park 34
West Park

The Pilot Fire Company

Parker Duofold Pen

Start School with a Pen that won't break—Dropped 3000 feet!

YRS, the Parker Duofold Pen was tossed from an aeroplane at dizzy altitude to test our new Non-Breakable material "Permatax" and landed 3000 feet below—unharmed.

Tubes such as are the best guarantee that a pen will last practically forever.

For a year we kept secret the fact that Parker Duofold Pens and Pencils have barrel of this new lustrous, beautiful, light-weight Permatax and landed 3000 feet below—unharmed.

This black-tipped lacquer-red beauty is not only the smartest, shapeliest pen, but the greatest writing instrument the world has ever seen. Its writing, super-smooth point is guaranteed 25 years not only for mechanical perfection but for wear.

Choose your point and color at your nearest Parker Sales Office.

PARKER DUOFOLD

Always the newest in pattern and the latest in style.

First Quality, Second Price

Parker Duofold Pens and Pencils are factory guaranteed to give satisfaction or money back. Guaranteed for 1 year, or lifetime, whichever is longer.

$3.50; $4.50; $5.50; $6.50; $7.50; $8.50; $9.50.

THE PARKER PEN COMPANY

Dear Sirs:

The value of these pens and pencils is increased by the fact that Parker Duofold Pens and Pencils are always gaining in value—never losing.

Yours very truly,

The Company

Cash on delivery

Parker Pencils

Lucky Edge and Lucky Brite

Dropt by 3000 feet!

SACK SUITS

Tailored to Order—$10.00

Banks Inc.

Nineteenth St. and Walnut St.

Pennsylvania Printing Co.

3451 W. Walnut Ave.

Never Closed—Being 2500.
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Guests at the Medical School will hold a smoker in the medical

HOUSTON HALL INTERIOR

COMpletely RENovAI-I

Improvements Are in Accordance With

Club's Policy of Meeting

Students' Needs

INSTALL NEW LIGHTING SYSTEM

President's Honor Sword, the oldest College Window Tablet in the country, has been moved from the front of the building. Lighting has been installed throughout the building. As regards the decoration of the tablet, the tablet, which is expected to give more light with less consumption, then for the first time to produce the desired effect. The illumination consists of the same type of illumination as that used in the student's lounge.

In the basement there has been a great number of changes. The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor. The basement has been opened for business in the future. The basement has been partitioned. The stairway has been moved to the second floor and the stairway has been opened for business. The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor. The basement has been opened for business in the future. The basement has been partitioned. The stairway has been moved to the second floor and the stairway has been opened for business. The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor.

The old stairway has been perfumed with a new one purchased, which will fill the space formerly occupied by the old stairway and the stairway will be used for business in the future. The old stairway has been perfumed with a new one purchased, which will fill the space formerly occupied by the old stairway and the stairway will be used for business in the future. The old stairway has been perfumed with a new one purchased, which will fill the space formerly occupied by the old stairway and the stairway will be used for business in the future.

The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor. The basement has been opened for business in the future. The basement has been partitioned. The stairway has been moved to the second floor and the stairway has been opened for business. The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor. The basement has been opened for business in the future. The basement has been partitioned. The stairway has been moved to the second floor and the stairway has been opened for business. The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor.

The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor. The basement has been opened for business in the future. The basement has been partitioned. The stairway has been moved to the second floor and the stairway has been opened for business. The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor. The basement has been opened for business in the future. The basement has been partitioned. The stairway has been moved to the second floor and the stairway has been opened for business. The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor. The basement has been opened for business in the future. The basement has been partitioned. The stairway has been moved to the second floor and the stairway has been opened for business. The stairway has been moved from the first floor to the second floor.
FRESHMEN:

New shops, like new faces, need an introduction—and we're introducing ours in this informal way so that we, too, may become better acquainted.

Ours is a friendly store, where service of the best sort is always available. Every need to fit every special requirement—new, attractive, stocks and abundant varieties—all this and more will be served. We're introducing ourselves— and we hope you will give us the chance to prove it when a want in our line comes around.

We believe in Quality merchandise, moderate prices, new, attractive stocks and abundant varieties—and this Fall we are exceptionally well equipped to serve you as you should be served.

Clothing, haberdashery and hats of the kind you will like. At your service whenever you say so:

JESS BUTZ
3403 Walnut Street
U. OF P. CAMPUS

Our Place - 270 So. 37th St.

We Guarantee Satisfaction or Your Money Refunded

Bring Us Your Shoes and Be Convinced

You'll Never Know PENNSYLVANIA UNLESS YOU SUBSCRIBE TO THE PENNSYLVANIAN ALL THE CAMPUS NEWS CORRECTLY AND QUICKLY

Subscribe Today

subscriptions $5 per year including weekly pictorial

Office
3451 Woodland Ave
GEORGE H. GRIM

Now Permanently Located
ON THE CAMPUS

Where he will be glad to meet all of his old friends as well as the men of the Freshman class and incidently show them his own ideas of real fashions in popular domestic and imported fabrics, made according to specifications.

Stop In and Say Hello
Always Glad To See You

Sylvania Tailoring Co.
3611 WOODLAND AVE.

GEORGE GRIM
JACK NEEDHAM
Owners

GRISTEAD CHOSEN AS VISITING PROFESSOR

Member of E. K. S. C. T. C. Has Lectured at the University During Summer Sessions of 1925-26

Professor Wren Jones Grinstead, of the Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College, has been appointed a visiting member of the staff of the University School of Education for the coming academic year, it was announced by Dr. John H. Minnick, Dean of the School.

Professor Grinstead, who lectured at the University's Summer School sessions in 1925 and 1926, will fill the place left vacant temporarily through the absence of Dr. Arthur J. Jones, Professor of Secondary Education who has been granted a leave of absence.

Dean Minnick also announced the promotion to a full professorship of Dr. Francis G. Garver who was assistant professor of Elementary Education. In quarterly magazine, Dean Minnick, re-stated, Dr. Garver will serve as temporary chairman. The first issue will appear in May of this year.
Some insist on the same style first seen in OUR TRUST COMPANY but many like questions of the day. You should present industrial supremacy — Philadelphia's historic past, in in regular —

Qirard Letter

In national or international If you are interested in Philadelphia, to receive The Qirard Letter. will be glad to place on the mailing list, without charge, for persons who are always opposite dorms.

Do You Read The Girard Letter?

If you are interested in Philadelphia, simply write to the Department, named as Head of Newly Formed Body

WILL ADVISE UNDERGRADUATES

Creation of a new position of Personnel Officer in the College Department, with Dr. Robert A. Bretemark, psychologist, as the first incumbent, was announced by University authorities. The action, according to Dr. George W. McCelland, Vice-President of the University, marks another step in the University's general movement to eliminate the "educational waste" represented by the deficiencies of personnel work in psychology and with a personality that would enable him to win the confidence of students should be selected as Personnel Officer.

Eptus is told in the March 13th issue of The Peninsulian. Dr. Eptus has been a member of the faculty in the Department of Psychology at the University since 1916.

During the winter term, Dr. Bretemark attempted to correct defects, either educational or otherwise, in students in order to win the confidence of students. The result was that the work of the personnel officer will be presented as well as corrective and every effort will be made to encourage students facing difficulties, either educational or otherwise, to voluntarily seek the counsel of the personnel officer in order that the students' problems may be solved before they reach the critical stage.

Dr. Bretemark attended Mercersburg Academy and took A.B. and A.M. degrees at Princeton before receiving his Ph.D. degree at Pennsylvania. He has been a teacher of the faculty in the Department of Psychology at the University since 1916.

SELECT 1930 SONG AND YELL

For 1930 Song and Yell weighing week, the competition for the Freshman class song and will be conducted under the auspices of the Christian Association, has become an annual feature of the program of events at the get-together at Green Lane, Pa. This year, the song competition was won by the A.B. and A.M. class, using the tune of "Betsy Boshul." The roll is the product of five combined efforts of academic departments, and honors to individuals was awarded the winner.

The roll is as follows:

Men's Class: K. Alexander Bluduna, using the tune of " sings with the vote for the song winner."

Women's Class: J. Alexander Bluduna, using the tune of "How are you this summer?"

Wear your Regulations at all times. Show that you are a real 1930 Man.

And—if you would be proud of your Regulations, buy them at Sheehan's.
Welcome Freshmen

We welcome the incoming Freshman Class to Pennsylvania—New Men—Fresh Recruits—Liter to become the backbone of the University—we welcome you.

Of vital importance is your personal appearance—First impressions are lasting—it behooves all men to dress correctly. Just as there are Men who lead in Life’s Parade—so are there Men who lead in the Study. Will—Men who have pursued their academic year of 1826-27, in order to permit the admission of new students, in several ways during the summer vacation. The chief of these concerns that LEAD—in the particular work they do—in the quality of service they render.

D. H. KRESGE, for more than THIRTY YEARS have been the Leading Exclusive Tailors for College Men in the East—Today more so than ever. Our Own New Building—Especially erected for Pennsylvania Men—As well as our whole organization—are at "Your Service."

"True Economy lies in Quality", and every day in the College Year, RIGHT ON YOUR CAMPUS we offer you "Quality Merchandise"—"Quality Service"—at "Moderate Prices."

On these grounds alone we solicit your patronage, and welcome you.

Fall and Winter Woolens—Now Ready
Particularly notable are the Sack Suitings we are offering at $60 and $65 - Custom Made

D. H. KRESGE
Leading Exclusive Tailors for College Men

3710 SPRUCE STREET
PHILA. PA.

D. M. Kresge

DEAN PENDER ANNOUNCES
NEW GRADUATE COURSE

Study Will Lead to Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

CREATE FOUR MEN FELLOWSHIPS

Creation of a new graduate course which will prepare men for engineering research or for teaching and which will lead to the degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering was announced recently by Dr. Harold Pender, Dean of the Moore School of Electrical Engineering.

At the same time Dean Pender announced that four graduate fellowships, each of which carries with it a full tuition and a cash stipend of $500 have been made available to men who are properly qualified to add a fifth year to their University training. Applications for the fellowships may be made to the Dean of the Moore School.

The new graduate course which will begin with the academic year of 1926-27, be inspired by the steadily increasing demand on the part of the industries and technical schools for men who have acquired their technical training beyond the limits of the usual four-year undergraduate course, according to Dr. Pender.

The prescribed course will include the following subjects: Introduction to Mathematical Physics, Advanced Mathematics for Engineers, Advanced Electric Circuit Theory, Electron Theory and its Engineering Applications, and a Thesis.

Each graduate student will be required to complete an independent and original investigation in some field of electrical engineering. The student will be encouraged to select his own problem, and must submit monthly reports on the progress of his investigations.

Requirements for admission to the graduate course provide that the applicant must have completed with credit an undergraduate course in electrical engineering substantially equivalent to that given in the Moore School.

Wray New Cornell Crew Coach
James Wray, former crew coach at Harvard, becomes C. A. Landis, a Cornell alumnum, as head mentor of the Varsity and Freshman oarsmen at the Pennsylvania school. Wray, who is a native of Australia, had charge of the Crimson strokeemen from 1922 to 1924, when he resigned in order to permit the admission of new students. The captain halfback center at Princeton from 1922 to 1924, and the coxswain for the Varsity crew in 1922, he would be familiar with the Cornell crew.

Cornell Improves Grounds
Cornell has improved Schoellkopf Field in several ways during the summer vacation. The chief of these is the moving of the gridiron 15 yards in the north, this movement, which has been contemplated since the erection of the Cromwell stands, will place the Beyond line at an equal distance from all parts of the field. For this purpose the ground has been raised in all parts of the field, and the track has been raised an inch or more to reach the upper track without going over it.

PRINCETON TO INDEX VATICAN ART
Professor Charles K. Morris, chairman of the department of Art and Archaeology at Princeton University has been commissioned to catalogue the art objects in the Vatican at Rome. This task, which will last about four years, will be accomplished through the aid of photographic reproductions of the originals. All of the cataloguing including a complete biography and a critical account of each object, will be done at Princeton. The Vatican collection is said to be the largest and most valuable kind in the world.

STETSON HATS
Styled for young men

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
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D. M. Kresge

Music by The Parodians

Make Your Reservations Early. Spruce 3415-16. Loc. 7677-78

Christmas Greeting Cards
"ON THE CAMPUS FOR SERVICE"

62 NASSAU STREET
PRINCETON, N.J.

The Fairmount Laundry
Henry Excellent, Proprietor
247 S. 37th Street
Biet Poston, Phone Flemington 630

A STETSON looks smart every day of its unusually long life—in hats the best is real economy.

STETSON HATS

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER

MARKET, EIGHTH AND FIFTH STREETS

BUSINESS HOURS, 9 TO 5:30

TELEPHONE, WALNUT 7100

TO HELP YOU PASS APPEARANCE "EXAMS"
AND MAKE YOUR STYLE "CREDITS"

Wickham Suits and Topcoats

Young men's autumn and winter Wickham Suits with smart full-cut sack coats, wide or medium trouser legs, of all-wool cossimere and cheviots in tan, brown and gray effects are $30. With two pairs of trousers $35. Topcoats $30.00 to $55.

STEIN-BLOCH SUITS $50-$55-$68
"MANX" TOPCOATS FROM THE $55
THEXTON & WRIGHT ENGLISH OVERCOATS $65 TO $95